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Abstract

Of the three common objectives of information seurity �availability is far

less understood than con�dentiality and integrity of information� As threats

against availability are too numerous to be identi�ed� a di�ernt approach is

required for the protection� In this paper� a layered protection of availability

shall be established� and the cost of protection shall be justi�ed at each layer�

A very large scope shall be taken� where violations of availability cover both

intentional and accidental threats originating from both external and internal

sources� Di�erent layers required re�ect the di�erent nature of these threats�

� Introduction

In formal studies� availability has typically been considered as a protection against
denial of service attacks� where an entity is not granted access to the information that
it is� based on its clearance� authorized to� From a wider point of view� protection
of availability can be considered as speci�cation of measures that guarantee that
both information and information processing services are protected against di�erent
threats� whether accidental or intentional� so that every request of an authorized
user may be satis�ed always� As the wide perspective causes some problems� mainly
because it is not possible to identify all causes of violations of availability in the large
scale ��� ��� ��� some sourceshave suggested availability shouldn�t be an objective
of information security at all� The approach taken within this paper is to study
availability from the wide point of view� and to establish a comprehensive framework
for the protection of availability of information�

Other general objectives of information security� con�dentiality and integrity� has
been studied widely and several models exist for their protection �for example �� ��
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�� ��� ��� �
� ���	� but availability is not as well understood� Di�erent evaluation
criteria also have very little requirements on availability� European ITSEC sets a
requirement of continuity�of�service� and the Canadian CTCPEC has availability as
an empty mark holder� In ���� DoD Workshop on Network security ��� concluded
that no generic� mission independent� denial�of�service conditions can be identi�ed�
In the ���� CTCPEC workshop on availability ����� the result was that the di�erence
should be made to the loss of availability due to malicious actions by a user� for
example Trojan horse� and random failures a�ecting the functionality�

On very high levels� the only protection measure is transformation of responsibil�
ity by signing service provision agreements with external parties� These parties take
the responsibility of providing continuous service� for example electricity or data com�
munication service� with a speci�ed cost to the organization� On the organizational
level� administrative routines are considered an e�ective measure for recovering and
correcting� or to reduce the probability of a violation of availability ����� On lower
levels� not very many formal models has been introduced� One method to enforce
acceptable response times requires an additional layer on top of Trusted Computing
Base �TCB	� called Denial�of�Service Protection Base �DPB	 as suggested by Millen
�����

These three layers lead to the identi�cation of fundamental layers of comprehensive
protection of availability� as studied in section �� It is� anyhow� essential to study
threats against availability before specifying protection measures� Therefore� the
paper shall be started by a study of threats in section �� The cost of comprehensive
protection� based on the layered approach shall be analysed and alignment with the
value of information shall be studied in section 
� Once the cost of protection has
been established� section 
�� analysis essential factors in the alignment of cost of
protection to di�erent risks� Conclusions shall be drawn� and directions for future
work highlighted in section ��

� Threats and countermeasures

When compared to other goals of protection� availability is very di�erent from the
nature in terms of predictability of the e�ect of protection measures� When integrity
and con�dentiality are concerned� the e�ect of protection can be measured in terms of
di�culty of breaking them� and the e�ort required to break protection can be calcu�
lated� If� for example� con�dentiality of information transferred in an encrypted form
is improved by encryption� it is obvious that the e�ect of di�erent encryption schemes
and key lengths can be approximated �if assumed that no back doors exist	� Anyhow�
since violations of availability can result of an uncontrolled amount of sources� it is
not easy to say whether the result of not having violations is the result of protection
measures or lack of violation attempts� Therefore� objectives for availability must be
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slightly di�erent from di�erent nature that from con�dentiality and integrity�
The scope towards concept availability shall be very wide� In formal studies the

concept is usually speci�ed to be very narrow� but a di�erent approach shall be
taken within this paper� Protection of availability shall be seen as protection against
any threat that may cause an authorized request to any service of information fail�
As threats can be intentional or accidental� internal or external� active or passive�
semantic or syntactic� static or dynamic ��� �� ��� �
�� and de�nitions of availability
are usually very wide� not all threats against availability can be identi�ed ��� ��� ���
Millen ���� has divided threats into two� threats through resource allocation and
threats through resource destruction� For the scope of this paper� the classi�cation
into three shall be provided� where threats are classi�ed into three as follows� The
lowes level� technical threats� are mostly threats by resource allocation� and upper
level threats threats through resource destruction�

External threats are those that are out of the direct control of organization� For ex�
ample� communication services are usually leased from external service providers�
Therefore� even if the organization is dependent on the availability of these ser�
vices� in the case of violation� all action must be taken by the service provider�
Typical examples are di�erent acts of God� like �oods� falling trees etc� The
amount of sources can not be identi�ed�

Administrative threats are those that can be covered by good administrative rou�
tines� This is also where most of the research is carried out in the �eld� Threats
include loss of information due to system failures and accidental loss of �les
etc� Typically� administrative routines like proper backup routines� �le system
duplication� and physical security are very adequate measures against these
threats�

Technical threats can be considered as intentional violations of availability� that is
denial of service attacks� This is where the lack of formal protection emerges�
Availability is usually considered as an enforcement of �nite response time pol�
icy� where the protection model should guarantee that systems provide the user
with a response in a given maximum waiting time� Obviously� before such poli�
cies taking e�ect� it must be guaranteed that there are enough resources to
satisfy such requests�

These threats can be further divided into subclasses� and di�erent types of pro�
tection measures can be speci�ed for each layer� In the remaining of this paper� the
classi�cation shall be followed where technical protection measures shall be studied
on three levels and administrative measures on two levels� Technical measures shall
include �rst adequate HW resources� where action is taken to guarantee that that
actual resources of system are adequate to satisfy the response time policy� On top
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Figure �� Violations of availability

of this is the allocation of resources in the form of operating system �OS	 design�
Adequate resources must have suitable OS level allocation schemes to make sure that
resources are allocated in an e�ective and fair manner� The third component of
technical level is the actual Trusted Computing Base �TCB	 that is a layer on top
of operating system to provide protection� All these components are targetted on
protection against intentional logical attacks that might violate availability�

Administrative level shall be divided into two� First� there are physical protection
measures that include structural protection of computer centres� monitoring of tra�c
and other such measures� The scope of protection is widened to cover also physical
attacks and accidental violation of availability� Physical attacks can be protected
with good physical security� that requires adequate administration and administrative
routines including backup practises and other sych measures� The signi�cant feature
is� that these measures protect only information and services that can be controlled
b the organizations� To protect also services that are external from the organization�
di�erent service delivery agreements are required with external parties to control the
provision of such services and to specify rights and responsibilities in the case of
violations�

As the fundamental goal of availability is to guarantee acceptable response times
in all circumstances� the violations can also be classi�ed into layers according to the
severity� The protection measures� studied in detail in section � have a signi�cant
feature� that lowest layer is needed to provide normal circumstances� that is preven�
tion of violations� whereas administrative and external layer are needed mostly to
recover from a violation that has already occured� To match violations with types
of threats� as illustrated in �gure �� the assumption shall be made� that the more
severe the violation� the higher level measures are needed for recover� and the more
the acceptable response time must increase�

At the top levels� where the actual correction is carried out in the case of a viola�
tion� required measures can be further divided into autoamted and manual controls�
Violations of lesser severity can be recoved using automated measures� whereas some
violations may require manual correction� For example� in the case of a disk crash�
automated actions may be taken to switch into a duplicate of the disk� or to recover
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Table �� Operation times of organizations if information or information processing
services are unavailable

the disk from parity disks� Other possibility is to manually install a new disk and
return the information from back up tapes� The justi�cation of the chosen method
should be the cost of protection� that shall be studied in detail in section 
�

� Layered protection of availability

Availability of information and information processing services is a critical survival
factor for most organizations� As illustrated in table �� most organizations are not
capable of operating if the interrupt in information processing services lasts more
than three days� One third or organizations can not operate if the interrupt is longer
than one day ����� Dependence of information and information processing services
makes the question on how to guarantee that information and services are available
always upon an authorized request� that is protection of availability� essential�

We shall approach the problem by studying protection measures at each layer�
external measures� administrative measures� and technical measures� These shall be
studied in detail in sections ���� ��� and ���� respectively� Once di�erent layers are
identi�ed� the relationship of layers� threats and protection measures shall be studied
in section ��
�

��� External protection measures

The controls to protect against violations of availability on the large scale are not only
internal to the system or organization� As identi�ed by Baskerville ���� both internal
and external controls are required� These concepts are also relative to the level or
protection to be established� In the normal circumstances� where the scope is on the
allocation of adequate resources� external controls refer to the administrative controls
to support that operation� whereas from the violation point of view internal controls
refer to these controls to detect� correct� and recover by organizational routines�
and external controls are those that must take place outside the organizations direct
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control�
As the protection measures are outside of the organizations control� they can only

be a�ected by contracts with external parties where responsibilities and rights of each
party in the case of a violation are set� For example� most of the organizations lease
their WAN solutions from telecommunication or other network operators� In the case
of external and accidental threats� there is nothing the organization can do� but as�
sume that the system is recovered within an acceptable time� The organization using
the service transfer the responsibility of operation to the third party� and according
to the availability requirements� agrees with service continuity on a speci�ed cost�

When security is concerned� it is essential that third parties� that is providers
of communication between groups of service users� are trusted �
�� Trusted Third
Parties �TTP	 are responsible for the provision of secure communication services
for di�erent organizations� Establishement and operation of a TTP consists of four
phases as illustrated in �gure �� First is the provision of good practises� rules and
regulations for the accredation and operation of TTPs� Second comes the accredation�
re�accrediation� and audit of TTPs� third TTP functions themselves� and �nally the
use of communication provided by TTP� TTP�s are responsible for providing the
service with respect to national and international laws and agreements� as well as
other regulations including contracts with customers�

��� Administrative protection measures

On the large scale� major protection measures against violations of availability include
���� proper backup practices� good access control� multiple naming of �les� utility pro�
grams� and shadowed or mirrored �les� This does� anyhow� easily lead to the loss of
integrity of information� caused by� for example� when di�erent versions of a �le are
stored by di�erent names� Administraive routines can also not alone remove threats
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unless supported by technical measures� In the ITSEC terminology ���� availability
a�ects both systems and information� whereas con�dentiality and integrity are prop�
erties of only information� The administrative practices listed above do not remove
the threats but do signi�cantly reduce the risk of service being unavailable� For ex�
ample� RAID technology employing ten disks� of which two are for parity control� can
reduce the failure rate compared to large disks from ��� years to �� years �����

As listed before� availability can be protected using good access control� backups�
multiple naming and other such measures� it is very di�cult to predict the e�ect of
these measures� The severity of a violation� that is the loss caused by realization of a
speci�c risk� can be reduced� but prevention is more complex� Therefore� an objective
of availability on a large scale must be more concerned on the recovery and correction
than on prevention� A feasible objective could be� for example� that if a �le on a
given level of importance is lost� the backup �le can be found so� that at maximum
of �
 hours amount of work is lost� that is backups from �les of that importance
are taken and stored every �
 hours� Of course� then a question can be transformed
to the protection of those backup �les and stores� On the lower scale� a goal can
be established that a response time of some particular service� when accessed by an
authorized entity� must not exceed a time speci�ed in the security policy�

It is not clear where the line between administrative and technical protection
measures goes� As layered security policies require� abstract policies are re�ned step
by step� so the di�erences are not too clear� Anyhow� the major di�erence is that all
measures in the administrative category � when availability is concerned � are focused
on actions taken when a violation has occured rather than prevention� Backups�
duplicated �les� multiplication of services and other typical measures are intended
to maintain the information or service� so once a violation has occured� the cost of
recovery and correction can be reduced�

��� Technical protection measures

On the large scale� availability can be taken as in the ISO standard ��� as �The
property of being accessible and usable upon demand by an authorized entity�� Due
to ambigiouisity of this de�nition� a di�erent approach shall be taken in ����� Reliable
operation of a �distributed	 system includes the integrity of the system� that means
protection against corruption and loss of data� Protection of availability requires the
protection of availability whether a hardware or software malfunction or any illegal
activity occurs� As these de�nitions are very broad� a more narrow approach must
be taken�

From the technical point of view� an assumption is made that information is
available if the response to an authorized request is provided within a given time
limit ����� This approach further lead to the identi�cation of a key concept within
this paper� a denial�of�service protection base ����� A violation of availability is seen





as an event that results in an unacceptable long response time of an access to any
resource� whether information or service� It should be noted� that no di�erence is
made between availability and utility or usefulness of information� as suggested by
����� It is assumed that information is not available even thought the raw data from
which � if able to correctly interpret � might be available� Therefore� availability is
within this report concerned with the loss of either data or the interpretation of it�
or the service that does the interpretation and further processing�

The actual resource allocation on hardware and operating system level are not
actually considered as protection measures� but rather system planning activities�
Threats of inadequate resource� or invalid resource allocation� can be overcome by
proper planning� but this is not usually considered as information security enforce�
ment but is a more general planning� On technical sense� Trusted Computing Base
�TCB	 is the major target of security design� DPB is a layer on top of TCB where the
technical resource allocation policy is enforced� There is also indirect cost of DPB�
called user agreement� As always� security increases complexity� and di�culty of use�
and in this case the cost is that some operations shall be denied in order to protect
against denial of service attacks�

��� Relationship of layers� threats and protection methods

As availability is de�ned such widely� several layers of protections are required� as
illustrated in table �� Even if hardware resources are adequate� they may not be
e�ciently utilized by the operating system� and problems may occur� On top of
operation system� is the actual Denial�of�Service Protection base� that is intended
to protect the system against malicious action of users �either legitimate or illegal	�
As that layer� that is the major focus of this paper� is concerned with the logical
violations of availability� the next layer is physical protection� where the system is
to be protected against physical attacks� The next layer is the administration layer�
where threats are numerous� and the focus is also on prevention� and minimization
of e�ect� Protection measures at this layer are proper administrative routines� like
back�up practices� duplication of �les� etc� The top layer is labeled external layer�
Here are threats that are outside of the direct control of organization� like physical
attacks against telecommunication lines� Basically� the organization can not do much
against these threats� and the only protection method is to make service availability
contracts with service providers�

It should be noted in table �� that external controls are only modi�ed by contracts
with service providers� Therefore� only admininstrative layers� physical protection and
administration� are where the question of automated and manual controls is required�
Any measure can be automated or left manual� and as will be studied in section 
�
the cost may be very di�erent� The �nal decision making is not within the scope of
this paper� but the cost of protection should be aligned with the cost of resources�
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Layer Threats Protection methods

HW Inadequate HW resources Proper planning
OS Improper allocation of Well designed resource

resources allocation algorithms
DPB Logical attacks� malicious SW DPB
Physical Physical attacks Physical security
Administration both intentional and accidental Proper administrative

losses of information or service procedures
External Attacks outside of the direct Contracts with

control of organization service providers

Table �� Layered protection of availability

� Cost of protection

In this section� the cost of layered protection of availability shall be analysed with
a comparison to the cost of information� First� a formal notation for a high level
response time policy shall be given in section 
��� After this� the cost of protection
shall be estimated in section 
��� Once the cost has been estimated� it can be aligned
with the protection requirements and risks� as studied in section 
���

��� Layered availability requirements

As illustrated in �gure �� the more severe the violation� the longer the response time�
Therefore� when preparing to the abnormal circumstances� the acceptable response
time policy should be prepared to pay attention to the severity of violations� Assume
that assets to be protected consists of Information I and services S� Then� assets
A can be simply speci�ed as a combination of these A � finjin � I � fsmjsm � Sg�
The speci�cation of acceptable response time for each asset ai � A is Ti � ft�� t�� t�g
where each tj represents an acceptable time in the case of di�erent severity violation�
The notation can be simpli�ed by assumint that t� represents requirement in normal
circumstances� t� in the case of minor violations� and t� in the case of major violation�

To meet the multilevel security �MLS	 requirements� assets shall be classi�ed into
priority classes� let CL � f��� ��� � � � � �lg be a set of unique priorities� Uniqueness
means� that no classes are overlapping� that is �i� j � l� �a � A � �a � �i � a �
�j	 � i � j� Based on these de�nitions� the acceptable response time policy R

shall be speci�ed in equation �� For the policy to make sense� it should be that
�i � n � ti�� � ti�� � ti�� and for classi�cation to make sense� it should be that
�� � i � n� j � �� �� � � ti�j � ti���j�

P � f���� T�	� ���� T�	� � � � � ��l� Tl	g ��	
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��� Cost estimation

To align the cost of protection with the cost of information� that is the output of risk
analysis� it is essential to analyse the cost of protection at each layer� Assumptions
are as earlier in this paper� The higher level action is required to recover from a
violation� the more cost there will be� It shall be shown how the total costs of
availability depends on the cost of protection at di�erent layers� An assumptions hall
be made� that layers below DPB shall not be analysed� as they shall be seen as costs
not caused by information security� but the system in general�

The cost of technical layer shall be speci�ed in equation �� We assume� that
on a give time frame t� there will be n requests from subjects to objects� and the
total processing overhead required to enforce the resource aloocation policy shall be
composed of cost of policy consultation Cc� policy enforcement Ce� and the cost of
requestst denied Cd�

Ctech � Cd �
nX

k��

�Cc � Ce	 ��	

For the automated controls� assume that there are I duplicate components� de�
noted as Di where i � �� �� � � � � I� The cost of duplication includes the cost of com�
ponents and the cost of their operation� Let Cdc

i refer to the cost of a duplicate
component Di� and Cdo

i to the operational cost of this component� Other costs orig�
inate from cost of detection of a corruption Cde

i and recovery costs of the duplicate
Cre

i �
The total expected cost of automated action is speci�ed in equation �� where

the cost of duplications are multiplied with the probabilities of components failing�
Assume that each component has a failure probability pi� Therefore� the probability
of the need for the activation of both duplicate Di and Dj is pi � pj� This leads to
the cost of protection as stated in equation ��

Cautomated �
IX

k��

pk � �Cdc
k � Cdo

k � Cde
k � Cre

k 	 ��	

The cost of manual actions Cmanual can be calculated as in equation �� By com�
paring the estimates of di�erent cost of di�erent components of actions� the simple
comparison can be performed to justify the cost� The comparison to higher level
availability policies may� anyhow� prevent the solution that is most desirable in terms
of cost� if required performance can not be guaranteed� Similarly� in the case of ex�
ternal hazard� the cost of protection becomes simply the cost of a contract Cco and
the cost of expected violation� that can be calculated as the probability and severity
of an interrupt in service� as speci�ed in equation 
�

Cexternal � Cco �
IX

k��

pi � Cint �
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Based on these costs� the total costs of protection can be calculated as in equation
�� Because each component includes the alignment of the severity and probability of
a violation� the total costs can be simply calculated by summing the components�

Ctotal � Ctech � Cautomated � Cmanual � Cexternal ��	

��� Alignment of risks and cost of protection

Based on the risk analysis� it can be assumed that the value of information� and
proabbilities of violations has been estimated� Therefore� based on the cost of pro�
tection� these values and probabilities can be evaluated with respect to the layered
availability requirements� as speci�ed in equation �� Assume� that based in risk anal�
ysis� the results R can be organized into triples R � f�a� �� �	g� where� intuitively�
the interpretation can be given where the loss of asset a� with severity � is of value ��

As speci�ed in equation �� the availability requirements �that is availability policy	
can be speci�ed as pairs P � f��� T 	g where each T is a triple �t�� t�� t�	� Now it is
easy to organize the policy with risk analysis as illustrated in equation ��

�a� �a� Ctotal� �� �� t�� Ctech� t�� Cautomated� t�� Cmanual	j� � � ��	

Now� as each cost is known� it is simple to compare di�erent options of protection
by altering parameters �that is modeling di�erent protection options	 in equations ��
� and 
 to �nd the optimal alternative for protection without violating the availability
policy� The limit of optimization should be that in any combination� it shouldn�t be
that �a � Ctotal that means the value of information should be more than the cost of
protection�

� Conclusions and future work

A method to estimated the cost of availability of information and information pro�
cessing services at the high level has been studied within this paper� it has been
shown� that an estimated of the cost can be provided and that cost can be justi�ed
with respect to the value of information� and the availability policy of an organiza�
tion� where the availability requirements are formally established� As con�dentiality
and integrity of information are usually much better understood than availability�
and as the de�nitions of availability in di�erent standards and guidelines are much
broader than those of con�dentiality and integrity� it is important to study measures
to protect and understand availability�

Currently� there has been a lot of discussion about denial of service attacks ex�
ploiting features of communication protocols� like SYN �ooding where TCP�IP con�
nections are established� but not acknowleged to cause an over�ow of resources and�
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hence� denial of the service from authorized users� High level measures can not pre�
vent from techical attacks� but once thi high level concepts are clear� lower level
technical protection measures� like advanced Denial of Service Protection Bases� can
be developed� The most important area for further research in the �eld of availability
is to develop methods to enforce the protection of availability by di�erent resource
allocation models�
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